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The STOCKDEN FAMILY HISTORY 1741 – 1997
2017 Update : Corrections and additions: 15 Apr 2017
Dear Friends,
It’s time for another annual update. Some more, albeit late, information has come in and I hope
you are all looking forward to knowing the latest STOCKDEN news.
We can start with the Births and Marriages section as seen below. This information was recently emailed to me by Denzil WALTON, son of Gladys Jean (nee STOCKDEN) WALTON.
The biggest surprise was an e-mail from Paul and Margaret (1938 nee STOCKDEN) BABER, Paul had
an interest in family history and had found my web site :
<rayner-stockden.lacchin.co.uk>
He then made contact by e-mail. He was able to update my knowledge of a branch of STOCKDEN’s
of which I had little or no information. See the addition to “Tree No: 7 Update 20170415” and
“Descendants of Frederick S (1874) STOCKDEN (in the appropriate sections). I had searched for Margaret
and Paul, unsuccessfully, twenty years ago.
This information is also laid out here to complete the original information as shown in the book:
Family of Frederick S (1874 – 1915) STOCKDEN
Eva Gwynneth (1905 – 1989) married 1930 Joshua KITCHING
Bessie

(1907 - 1991) married 1930 John Herbert DEAN

Wilfred George (1909 – 1966) married 1935 Jessie JEWELL
Edith

( 1910 – 1982) married 1949 Jack SHOPLAND

Lena

( 1912 – 1988) married 1946 James GWYTHER

There was only one male child to carry on this branch of the STOCKDEN family. Wilfred George
STOCKDEN and his one offspring was a daughter, Margaret, born in 1938 at Abersychan. Like several
other STOCKDEN branch lines this one has ended here with no male offspring.
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BIRTHS, MARRIAGES and DEATHS.
Births:
Molly WALTON born 3 April 2003; daughter of Adrian Hardy and Jeannette WALTON, son of Keith and
Gladys Jean (nee STOCKDEN) WALTON. Their eighth grandchild. Their seventh grandchild was Louis
WALTON, first child of Adrian and Jeannette.
Marriages:
On 01 August 2015 Sheryl-Ann Louise STOCKDEN, daughter of Leonard Andrew and Tracey STOCKDEN to
Timothy Kurt DAVIES.

On 29 September 2006, Lauren Jane WALTON, daughter of Keith and Gladys Jean (nee STOCKDEN)
WALTON to Robert John BAKER (b. 12 Mar 1981) at Old Luxters Barn, Hambledon, BKS. The family
now resides in Kingston-upon-Thames.
Deaths:
None to report.
==============================================================
Marriages :
CORRECTION to layout of details:
The old saying “there’s many a slip twixt tongue and lip” has caught up with me. On the website
< rayner-stockden.lacchin.co.uk > I placed the STOCKDEN family trees certain that I had got them all correct up to
that date of input. As it is said “ the chickens have come home to roost “ with regard to the aforementioned slip. On
Tree No: 7, the error is there for all to see but has only just been noted.
I am happy to correct the error thanks to Paul and Margaret (nee STOCKDEN) BABER. Paul was checking his family history and then Margaret’s also. He found the following and advised me by e-mail as it was apparent I had not
seen the ‘mistake’. Again thanks to Paul I can add a, previously unknown to me, spouse for Bessie (1907)
STOCKDEN.
Find the line for the following names with the correction added :
Frederick STOCKDEN (1874); Bessie STOCKDEN (1876) and John STOCKDEN (1879).
m 1904
m 1898
m 1916
Sarah Ann JONES
James NICHOLLS
Rachel J WILKINS
======================================================================

NB: Those of you who have a copy of the book will find that their Tree No:7 is correct. So I am unable to explain
how the “slip” came about between the time the book was published and the Internet version was prepared.

Our Best Wishes to you all,
Bruce and Avril (nee STOCKDEN) RAYNER
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Added here for the record is the Family Tree of the WALTON Family (as I know of the details) as always – if I have an
error or lack some information, please let me know and I will correct or /add.
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For Gladys Jean (1929 nee STOCKDEN) WALTON :.
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